Math 444/544 Fall 2010 Presentations

Please rate the final presentations that you witness. Do not rate yourself.
Give a score from 0 (terrible) to 10 (excellent) on each of:

Quality of presentation. Consider things like

- Used time appropriately, and stayed between 5 and 10 minutes.
- Was well-prepared to present.
- Displayed material/slides conveyed information effectively
- Did not need chalkboard except for un-anticipated questions.

Value of improvements made. Consider things like

- Material added is correct. Explanations clarified concepts and did not add confusion.
- Material already present on Wikipedia was linked in and organized instead of reproduced.
- Demonstrated a worthwhile improvement to [444: Wikipedia] [544: Wikiversity].

Overall rating. Consider things like

- Convinced you that they deserve a good grade for the work they did.
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